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RÉSUMÉ
Cet article étudie la mobilité des travailleurs allemands à la lumière d'un modèle de
capital humain dont la spécificité est sectorielle. En outre, j'utilise et décris des données
peu utilisées sur la formation formelle ayant lieu après la fin d'un apprentissage.
Comparativement aux Etats-Unis, un plus grand nombre de travailleurs suit une formation
annuellement, et ce, en dépit d'une incidence élevée de précédents apprentissages.
Tandis que plusieurs autres études font une distinction uniquement entre capital humain
spécifique à une seule firme et capital humain général, je montre que les travailleurs
allemands ont une plus grande probabilité de trouver un emploi dans un secteur s'ils ont
suivi une formation formelle dans ce même secteur. Ce résultat n'est cohérent ni avec la
présence de capital humain spécifique à une seule firme, ni avec du capital humain
complètement général. Conjointement avec des résultats semblables pour des travailleurs
américains, ils suggèrent l'importance du capital humain spécifique à l'industrie. Par
ailleurs, l'effet de la formation sur la mobilité semble sensible à l'état de la conjoncture,
suggérant une interaction entre offre et demande plus complexe que celle décrite par la
plupart des modèles théoriques.
Mots clés : formation en lieu de travail, durée de l'emploi, mobilité sectorielle, capital
humain spécifique au secteur, modèles multinomiaux
ABSTRACT
This article studies mobility patterns of German workers in light of a model of sector-
specific human capital. Furthermore, I employ and describe little-used data on continuous
on-the-job training occurring after apprenticeships. Results are presented describing the
incidence and duration of continuous training. Continuous training is quite common,
despite the high incidence of apprenticeships which precedes this part of a worker's
career. Most previous studies have only distinguished between firm-specific and general
human capital, usually concluding that training was general. Inconsistent with those
conclusions, I show that German men are more likely to find a job within the same sector if
they have received continuous training in that sector. These results are similar to those
obtained for young U.S. workers, and suggest that sector-specific capital is an important
feature of very different labor markets. In addition, they suggest that the observed effect of
training on mobility is sensible to the state of the business cycle, indicating a more
complex interaction between supply and demand that most theoretical models allow for.
Key words : on-the-job training, employment duration, sectoral mobility, industry-specific
human capital, multinomial models
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Abstract
This article studies mobility patterns of German workers in light of a model of
sector specic human capital Furthermore I employ and describe little used data on
continuous on the job training occurring after apprenticeships Results are presented
describing the incidence and duration of continuous training Continuous training is
quite common despite the high incidence of apprenticeships which precedes this part of
a workers career Most previous studies have only distinguished between rm specic
and general human capital generally concluding that training was general Inconsistent
with those conclusions I show that German men are more likely to nd a job within
the same sector if they have received continuous training in that sector These results
are similar to results obtained for young US workers and suggest that sector specic
capital is an important feature of very dierent labor markets Furthermore the results
suggest that the observed eect of training on mobility is sensible to the state of the
business cycle indicating a more complex interaction between supply and demand that
most theoretical models allow for
Cet article tudie la mobilit des travailleurs allemands  la lumire dun modle
de capital humain dont la spcicit est sectoriel En outre jutilise et dcris des don 
nes peu utilises sur la formation formelle ayant lieu aprs la n dun apprentissage
Comparativement aux 	tats Unis un plus grand nombre de travailleurs suit une forma 
tion annuellement et ce en dpit dune incidence leve dapprentissage prcdemment
Tandis que plusieurs autres tudes font uniquement une distinction entre capital humain
spcique  une seule rme et capital humain gnral je montre que les travailleurs
allemands ont une plus grande probabilit de trouver un emploi dans un secteur sils ont
suivi une formation formelle dans ce m
me secteur Ce rsultat nest cohrent ni avec la
prsence de capital humain spcique  une seule rme ni avec du capital humain com 
pltement gnral Conjointement avec des rsultats semblables pour des travailleurs
amricains ils suggrent limportance du capital humain spcique  lindustrie Par
ailleurs leet de la formation sur la mobilit semble sensible  ltat de la conjoncture
suggrant une interaction entre ore et demande plus complexe que celle dcrit par la
plupart des modles thoriques
Keywords  Onthejob Training Employment duration Sectoral mobility Industryspecic
human capital Multinomial models
JEL  J Human Capital Formation J Specic Human Capital J Sectoral Mobility
P	 Comparative Studies of Particular Economies 
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  Introduction
The  dual model of German apprenticeship training is widely admired and often cited as
a model of onthejob training Hilton  Muszynski and Wolfe 	 Less attention
has been paid to continuous onthejob training received after the end of an apprenticeship	
Nevertheless postapprenticeship training is quite common in Germany	 In cross sectional
analysis 
	 percent of all fulltime workers are in some sort of nonapprenticeship training	
 
This compares to an incidence of 
	 percent in the United States based on data from the
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth NLSY the data source most frequently used to
study onthejob training due to its extensive questioning on the subject	

Thus even after
apprenticeships are absolved Germans seem to train about as much as Americans	
Previous work has focused on apprenticeships whether from an institutional perspective
Soskice  or from a quantitative perspective see f	i	 Winkelmann  and Wer
watz 	 Some of the same authors have also looked at mobility after apprenticeship
Winkelmann  Werwatz 	 Work on continuous training in Germany is more sel
dom	 Pischke  has looked at continuous training in Germany using an earlier version
of the German SocioEconomic Panel GSOEP	 He nds only small wage eects associated
with continuous training but did not consider mobility	 Pannenberg  has looked at
the question of nancing of training and found that sharing of returns does not occur in the
case of German onthejob training	 Both Pannenberg  and Bchel and Pannenberg
 nd that continuous training is positively correlated with promotions so that some
of the returns may accrue in form of promotions rather than direct salary increases	 The
present paper complements the previous work by presenting results from an updated version
of the GSOEP data and extends the analysis to the industry mobility patterns associated
with further training	
 
Author s computations based on  waves of German SocioEconomic Panel GSOEP	

Author s computations based on 
 sample of NLSY	 The NLSY sample has a lower average age
and the computed incidence number includes workers in apprenticeships	


In previous work using the NLSY  I have shown that the mobility patterns associated with
the stock of onthejob training are consistent with the presence of industryspecic  but not
rmspecic human capital However  since apprenticeships are less prevalent in the United
States  this conclusion may not carry over to Germany Having acquired a higher initial
stock of human capital through apprenticeships  the mobility decisions of German workers
may be less aected by subsequent human capital acquisition In this paper  I exploit the
longitudinal nature of the GSOEP to study the transition patterns related to incidence
and duration of onthejob training These patterns allow inference as to the specicity of
the human capital thus formed  whether rmspecic  sectorspecic  or  as most previous
authors have argued  general Results are presented for Germany  and compared with the
results obtained for North American workers
  A Model of Sectoral Capital and Mobility
Human capital theory  though primarily interested in the wage and its remuneration of
human capital  has implications as to the mobility of workers This obviously depends on
the degree of specicity of the human capital acquired  either through formal or informal
training Most work based on human capital theory has used a dichotomy between rm
specic and universallygeneral capital formation Recent empirical work on the wage eects
of industry tenure Neal   Parent 	 has shown that this stark dichotomy may be too
imprecise Already Gary Becker had in mind that human capital could be of use elsewhere 
but not necessarily by everybody

 General training is useful in many  rms besides those providing it for exam
ple a machinist trained in the army  nds his skills of value in steel and aircraft
 rms and a doctor trained at one hospital  nds his skills useful at other hospitals
Becker    pg 	

Hence  some training will be of use only to a restricted subset of all rms in the economy 
and will therefore be less then completely general On the other hand  there may well exist
training which is truly of use only to the training rm  and other training  one has only to
think of word processing skills  that will be of use to such a large set of rms that it can
truly be said to be completely general
A model of sector specic human capital
To x ideas  consider the following model It is a model of jobs as inspection goods Jovanovic
  coupled with the usual assumption of an increase in marginal product due to human
capital formation Becker 	 
 There is no active job search  but job oers arrive at
constant rates  which may dier across sectors
 
There are two sectors By convention  the
worker is initially employed in sector   receiving a log wage w
 
   k  a positive function
of the stock of human capital k For simplicity  we assume a linear function   k    k
The degree of transferability of human capital to other rms and sectors is denoted by 
i
 
i      and without loss of generality  
i
are either unity or zero 
i
  f g The rm
pays for the training irrespective of its specicity  and the workers wage is increasing in k
    Oers w
i
k arrive at a constant rate r A fraction q of oers comes from sector
 Both sectors are competitive  and in each sector  log wage oers the value of worker
rm matches are normally distributed with mean  k
i
and variance    

The worker
will switch rms andor sectors if he receives a wage oer w
i
k  w
 
k  which occurs with
probability 
i
w
 
kw
i
k   F
i
w
 
 Abstracting from ties  the probability of a sectoral
move per period  the intersectoral transition intensity  is 

k   r  q  F

w
 
 The intra
sectoral transition intensity is dened equivalently as 

k   r   q F

w
 
 The hazard
function k is simply the sum of the transition intensities The probability of a sectoral
 
Similar in spirit  but without the emphasis on mobility  is Stevens 

I assume that the variance is equal across sectors This is a sucient condition  but not necessary for
our results to hold
	
move conditional on leaving the current job is M
 
 k   
 
  

  
 
  qF
 
   qF

 qF
 
 
Suppose that initially k   hence all distributions have the same mean 
If training the process of human capital acquisition is rmspecic then 

 
 
  
Industryspecic capital is the case where 

  and 
 
  training is perfectly portable
within the same sector but not across sectors  Finally general training is portable across
sectors hence 

 
 
  
Now consider the acquisition of dk units of human capital through training  Initially all
distributions have mean zero  
 
   r  q  

   r     q    r and M
 
 rq 
If training is rmspecic then F
i
 w

k   for i     Both transition intensities
decline and so does the hazard  This is so because the rm will share part of the return
on human capital with the worker
 
and match most outside wage oers  The conditional
probability of a sectoral move M
 
 k however is unchanged since the desirability of wage
oers from both sectors relative to the current wage decline in the same manner 
If training is general then both transitions intensities remain unchanged and so does
the overall hazard 

Furthermore as in the rmspecic case M
 
 kk   since the
desirability of wage oers from both sectors increase in the same manner 
However if training is industry specic the transition intensity to Sector  decreases
i e   
 
 kk   but the transition intensity to the same sector remains unchanged
 

 kk   since the mean productivity for other rms in the same sector increases by
the same amount as for the present rm  This implies that the conditional probability of
a sectoral move M
 
 k decreases since sign M
 
 kk  sign  

 
 
k    
 
 

k   
Note that the hazard  also declines although by less than in the rmspecic case 
Thus it is possible to distinguish the three cases by estimating the conditional probability
of a sectoral move  A reduction in this probability following the acquisition of human capital
 
This was suggested by Becker   and formalized by Hashimoto  	

Note that in this model everything is observable	 Any informational rent obtained by the employer may
lead to di
erent predictions  Acemoglu and Pischke 	

is inconsistent with both  rmspeci c and general human capital
The model can easily be extended to include nonemployment as a third sector Wage
oers from the nonemployment sector can be interpreted as shocks to the reservation
wage Assume that w
 
 k   ie human capital has no eect on leisure The hazard is
now de ned as the sum over all three transition intensities De ne M
job
   

  

 the
conditional probability of  nding a job Under the above assumptions  
 
always declines in
k Hence for 

 

  M
job
k   but for the other two cases M
job
k   This
is another way of saying that conditional labor force attachment increases with training if
training is not  rmspeci c but remains unchanged in the case of more general training M

is now reinterpreted as the probability of a sectoral change conditional on being employed
in the next period
Related  ndings
Most previous empirical studies most of which regarded US workers have concentrated
on the eects of training on wages and the propensity to change jobs without distinguishing
occupational and sectoral changes Onthejob training OJT increases wages with the cur
rent employer As we have seen this could be consistent with both general and  rmspeci c
human capital The literature is not clear on whether employers remunerate OJT received
from previous employers Lynch 	

b  nds that these returns are nil whereas Parent
forthcoming and Loewenstein and Spletzer 	

 using more representative samples and
more elaborate techniques  nd that returns to previously obtained OJT are as high as for
training received with the current  rm indicating that training is of a general nature How
ever OJT does not seem to be paid for by the employee through reduced starting wages
Barron Berger and Black 	

 Loewenstein and Spletzer 	

 Veum 	

 which is con
sistent with the idea that human capital thus formed is of a  rmspeci c nature ie the
employer  nances training because he or she reaps the returns

Only a few studies have used duration analysis to look at the mobility patterns as 
sociated with training Estimates of duration models have shown that the probability of
separation from the current employer is reduced conditional on having received some OJT
Lynch a Parent forthcoming Combined with the reported results on the wage eects
of training this is usually interpreted as evidence for the presence of some 	rm speci	c com 
ponent to formal training or at least in contradiction with the interpretation of training as
portable across employers In contrast Veum 
 	nds no eect of on the job training on
tenure and Vilhuber 
 argues that any previously measured tenure eect is due to in 
ference based on mismeasurement of the dependent variable since measured tenure includes
the non productive time spent in formal training programs but the variable of interest is
productive time
Few previous studies and none in the training literature have considered the distinc 
tion between intra sectoral mobility and cross sectoral mobility As mentioned earlier Neal
 and Parent  have found evidence that the relevant distinction concerning in 
formal human capital as conventionally measured by experience or tenure is sectoral Neal
 comes closest in spirit to the present paper estimating the wage returns to pre 
displacement tenure for industry stayers and industry changers but does not estimate the
eect of human capital acquisition on the probability of a sectoral change Parent 
uses wage regressions to show that industry tenure increases wages and controlling for indus 
try tenure the wage eect of 	rm tenure is negligeable Neal  addresses the question of
complexity of job changes He 	nds evidence that the propensity for cross sectoral changes
decreases with industry experience but does not relate these changes to training variables
Thomas  estimates a parametric model of sectoral mobility for persons experiencing
unemployment distinguishing exits from jobs only as to voluntary quits or involuntary job
losses and neglecting direct job to job transitions He 	nds that the probability of changing
sectors increases with the duration of unemployment Furthermore tenure on the previous


job increases the duration of unemployment 
In Vilhuber  I have estimated mobility models using the NLSY and have found
results consistent with the model of sectorspecic training outlined earlier  These results
will be reviewed in Section 	 in combination with the results of this paper 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows  Section 
 describes the structure of the
training data in the GSOEP and outlines the estimation strategy of the model just described 
Section  describes the sample used as well as some descriptive statistics as to training
incidence and duration  Section  reports results from the estimation of the model  Last but
not least Section 	 briey describes comparable results from U S  data and concludes 
  Data and Estimation Strategy
In this paper I use data from the German SocioEconomic Panel GSOEP for the years
 and   In  and 
 the GSOEP asked a series of questions on
Fortbildung further or continuous training of its respondents  Here I use information
on training incidence duration in six increasingly broad categories and training intensity
hours per week  This paper only considers West Germans due in part to the particularities
and dierences in the former East German training system and to the oversampling of the
foreignborn population 
 
I merge this information with on one hand job market data
relating to Period  dened as starting on January   resp   and ending with
the interviewees date of interview in  
 and on the other hand labor market
activity at the end of Period  at the time of the   interviews  In this section I
will briey outline the available data and its constraints and the ensuing estimation strategy 
The GSOEP questionnaire methodology puts a number of restrictions on the data  First
respondents are asked about training which occured in the last three years but the questions
 
Weighting the foreign born sample would have been an alternative

are asked in two interviews separated by four years  Thus even if information on every
training spell within those three years were available it would not be possible to construct
a complete history of training 
 
Second of those training spells having occured within the
threeyear time frame only the three most recent spells are recorded  About  percent of
respondents  percent in the selected subsample who say they received some training in
the last three years received more than three spells during that period  Thus this is a major
constraint 

Third information on nancing and the organizing entity are only available for one of
the training spells  Again in the sample used here the information is lacking for about
half of all training spells  This is particularly important since I am interested in onthejob
training  I circumvent this problem by assuming that training was onthejob if it occurred
concurrently with a job spell as outlined below 
  Sample construction
To take these restrictions into account the following sample selection and estimation strategy
is adopted in this paper  Any individual having worked within Period 	 is chosen for the
present sample  For these workers I consider only training having occured within the same
time frame to aleviate the problem of incompleteness  This specication is chosen because
the questions concerning employment changes use the same time frame 

Information from the second interview at the end of Period 
 is merged with the sample
allowing identication of four possible states an individual can be observed in and three
possible transitions  The four states are employment with the same employer employment
with a dierent employer in the same industry industry stayers employment in a dierent
 
This constraint a ects the NLSY data to a lesser degree as well see Vilhuber  However since
the NLSY training questions are asked every year the constraints are less restrictive

Again this a ects NLSY data as well About  percent of respondents report receiving four training
spells longer than a week in post	
 NLSY data

JP

industry with a di erent employer industry switchers and nonemployment Using the
model put forward in Section  this data structure allows us to estimate the probability of
a sectoral change in Period  conditional on employment in Period 
The nal sample comprises male blue and whitecollar workers between 	 and 
 years
of age having worked during Period  and still present in the data in Period  Workers
are excluded if working in either in agriculture shing or unclassied service industries
primarily because of small cell sizes The resultant sample comprises about  individuals
of which slightly more than a fth have received some type of training in Period  However

 percent never change employers and only slightly more than eight percent  men and
	 women are with a di erent employer in period  The small sample sizes involved may
thus prohibit generalizations
As previously pointed out information on who actually organizes andor pays for the
respective training is available for only a subset of spells the most important one After
the above sample selection the information is available for only about  percent of the sam
ple I thus circumvent this problem by verifying whether training occurred simultaneously
with an employment spell and if so dening that training spell as being onthejob To
some degree this strategy could include training spells undertaken in preparation of a career
change but outside of work or without sanction by the employer Since of those stating an
organizer  percent quote their employer or an employers association as the organizer of
their training and another  percent a manufacturer the simplication adopted here may
not be too restrictive In fact less than one percent of all training spells in my sample 

training spells cannot be associated with a specic employer and thus all are considered
formal onthejob training

  Econometric specication
The econometric models are fairly straightforward 
  
The choice of destination as outlined
in Section  is modeled as a multinomial logit where the marginal probability of destination
m  
m
is modeled as
 
m
 
exp x
m

P
K
j 
exp x
j


where x are covariates at their Period  values and destinations m      are a job in the
same industry a job in a dierent industry and nonemployment respectively  As I show
in Vilhuber 	 this speci
cation follows from a proportional intensity speci
cation of a
duration model with multiple destinations
 

m
t x
t x
 
k
m
x 
m

P
M
j 
k
j
x 
m

  
m
k 
where the transition intensity to state m is de
ned as

m
t   k

t xk
m
x 
m
 
and the hazard t x  
P
M
j 

j
t 
Note after some manipulations that the sign of M

 the probability of a sectoral move
conditional on separation can be directly computed as the sign of the dierence between
the appropriate elements in vectors 

and 

  The sign of M
job
depends on the relative
magnitudes of 

and 

in a threestate model conditional on separation but can be
approximated by a twostate logit choice between nonemployment and employment 
 
  
For more details  see Maddala 
 
It implies that the timedependent components of the hazard are common to all destinations Vilhuber
	 shows that this speci
cation may be inappropriate  and proposes a test against the alternative of a
competing risks model In the present context  lack of data preempts that test
 
For more details  see Vilhuber 	

  Some basic results
Post apprenticeship training is quite common in Germany Column  in Table  on page 
reports tabulations from a series of cross sections of workers taken from the GSOEP
 

percent of all workers are in on the job training while on full time employment and not in
apprenticeships There is signicant time variation in this measure varying from a low of
	 to highs of 

 
These numbers compare to an average rate of  percent in the
US National Longitudinal Survey of Youth reported in Column  The NLSY sample
however has a lower average age and the above number includes workers on many type
of training not only more closely dened as on the job In Columns  and  I adjust
the sample selection and the denition of training to resemble each other even closer In
Column  only German workers who were between  and 	 at the time of the 
interview are included
 
 replicating the NLSY age structure of the same year In Column
 only American training spells that were organized at the workplace were counted The
dierence is even more pronounced  of the younger German population are in some sort
of non apprenticeship on the job training while working
 
 whereas only  percent of the
young Americans are in more closely dened on the job training It would seem contrary
to expectations that Germans train more than Americans even after apprenticeships are
excluded
  Sample description
Table  on page  reports means for the entire sample underlying this study for those having
left their Period  employer and for those having received some training within Period 
 
The de nition of training here is not exactly comparable to the one used in the rest of the paper
 
The lows occur almost precisely in the years in which the more detailed training questions used in the
rest of this paper were asked If this is due to some response bias then the other years will be overestimates
of true training activity
 
About  percent of the West German GSOEP sample satisfy this constraint
 
See Appendix A for more details on the questions used in both questionnaires

Movers tend to have lower income  but people having received training have higher income
after training  though this is also true before training see Table  on page  Movers also
have a slightly lower incidence of training In this sample  movers are younger and tend to
have less labor market experience then the full sample However  there are no signcant
dierences along these dimensions between the full sample and those having received some
training
Movers also have less family ties  whereas trained workers have more family ties as mea	
sured by family composition This will also be discussed in more detail later
With respect to the full sample and movers  trained workers have more school education
and tend to have more professional degrees This is also re
ected in the higher percentage
of trained workers who are still in the occupation they originally apprenticed in To some
extent  the jobs in which trained workers can be found are also more likely to require at least
an apprenticeship as initial training  but require less training overall
Turning to the characteristics of the training spells reported  I again distinguish between
movers and the full sample in Table  on page  The groups are primarily distinguished
in who initiated training and when training took place Movers have a small tendency to
undertake training on their own initiative  and to participate outside of regular working
hours They tend not to undertake training in order to keep up with new job requirements 
though this is still by far the most frequent reason Notice however the small sample sizes
involved  which will restrict the analysis I undertake here
  Opinions on continuous training
West German workers have on average favorable opinions concerning the utility of continuous
training  though this is not universal see Table  on page   percent nd some utility
to continuous training The predominant reason  expressed one way or another  is that
continuous training is useful to update knowledge  be it by adding new knowledge or revising

old knowledge  closely followed by the utility of gaining new knowledge for new jobs
Opinions are fairly split when asked what reasons might hinder participation in training
Whereas  percent of respondents to question A state that they would participate in training
in order to improve job prospects   percent of those answering the next question dispute
that training would increase job prospects
 
Many seem to be either timeconstrained or
liquidityconstrained
In participants opinion  training is of a quite general nature Of those workers having
experienced some training within the last three years  nearly  percent state that the most
important training received is either completely or to a large degree transferable to other
jobs As I will show in this paper  the subjective evaluation expressed here has objective
foundings
  Financing and timing of training
Given this perceived generality of training  the extent to which employers 	nancially con
tribute to continuous training appears surprising Two thirds of all respondents report ob
taining 	nancing for the most important training spell  and the bulk of this 	nancing comes
from employers 
Table  on page  Interestingly enough  as Table  on page  reports 
individuals who received 	nancing from their employer do not seem to evaluate their training
as less transferable than those that received no 	nancing at all Most of the variation comes
from workers being 	nanced through other sources  but workers who do not get any 	nancing
at all seem less sanguine about transferability than workers 	nanced by their employer This
apparent mystery prompts a look at 	nancial assistance by category of organizing entity in
Table  on page  With the exception of adult education centers 
Volkshochschulen and
 
Casting some doubt on the validity of these opinion polls  nearly  percent of those stating that they
would participate in training in order to increase job prospects also state that they would not participate
because training would not improve job prospects Have these individuals participated in training and been
disappointed

unclassi ed other institutions it is among employerorganized training that the proportion
of non nancing is highest putting doubt on what workers perceive as  nancing Among
those entities most closely related with the present job  percent of respondents state
not being  nanced but if  nanced nearly  percent get  nancing from their employer One
possibility is that workers might state that they do not receive any  nancing if no direct
costs were incurred by the worker although the company may be paying directly for the
cost of the course It thus seems safe to say that the vast majority of continuous training is
paid for by the employer
If the employer covers any overt  nancing what about foregone productive time	 Do
workers obtain training during working hours presumably implying continued wage pay
ments and does this di
er by organizing entity	 Table  on page  shows that it is again
the nontypical training spell organized by adult education centers and other organiza
tions which does not occur primarily during working hours Of those spells organized by
employerrelated entities more than  percent took place at least partially during working
hours However these two nontypical categories account for only  percent of reported
training spells
Hence a typical training spell independent of who organizes it is  nanced by the em
ployer directly and includes continued receipt of wage payments
Thus at this point the question arises as to how transferable training is The workers
evaluation points to a large degree of transferability but at the time of the interview this
evaluation is largely hypothetical On the other hand  rms incur substantial direct and
indirect costs through workers participating in training If training has no e
ect on tenure
then the riddle of why German  rms pay for apprenticeship training Acemoglu and Pischke
 Harho
 and Kane  Soskice  is augmented by the riddle of why German  rms
pay for continuous training
A step towards solving these questions lies in determining how far from the training

 rm separating trainees wander given the wages they obtain The model outlined in Section
 provides a way to formalize this In this paper I de ne mobility along sectoral lines Given
the institutional structure of German industrial relations if mobility is largely restricted to
the training  rms industry then an implicit coordination
 
may justify continuous training
of workers paid for by  rms
   Incidence of continuous training
As Table  on page  showed more than a  fth of all workers in our sample have experienced
at least a day of training in Period  What determines the incidence of training Results
of logit analyses are reported in Table  on page 	
For the full sample the table shows that the probability of receiving on
the
job training
increases in net income decreases with initial potential experience and increases in tenure
with the present  rm Workers with more weekly hours are more likely to receive training
even after controlling for part
time Workers without any further educational achievements
are less likely to receive training but receipt is otherwise unrelated to education once blue

collar status has been controlled for
Most of these measures with the exception of labor
market experience may be inter

preted as indicators for the unobserved ability of the worker Thus Table  would indicate
that more able workers receive more training
The family background variables reported in Rows  through  are never individually
signi cant but for the full sample as well as for  these variables are jointly signi cant
and generally have a positive signs Presence of a partner and of children in school age
increase the likelihood of receiving training both variables being related to decreased family
mobility
None of the variables describing the training requirements on the job and past occupa

 
Soskice   calls it the high skillhigh education equilibrium

tional mobility  are signicant  neither individually nor jointly In particular  workers in jobs
which usually require an apprenticeship are not signicantly more likely to receive training
than others  even if these same workers already have an apprenticeship the interaction term
in Row 
Finally  the major distinction as to the incidence of training is bluecollar status White
collar workers tend to train more frequently  a point already apparent in Table 
Can these results be taken as evidence that sorting or selection  apart from occupational
sorting  plays no role in the incidence of continuous training	 To the extent that a higher
salary proxies for higher ability  sorting by ability would seem to play a role But the sorting
criterion of interest in the case of training which is not rmspecic is sorting by inherent
interrm mobility Even if training were general  employers would be willing to pay for it
if either the worker can be subsequently tied to the rm through higher wages  promotion
prospects  or other methods 
 
or the worker is inherently less mobile  giving the rm time
to recoup its investmnet It is far from clear that a high salary need be correlated with
an inherently lower mobility A far better indicator of mobility would seem to be family
background variables such as presence of children in school age or presence of partner  as
these variables have been shown to negatively a
ect migration probabilities
    
Here  these
variables jointly increase the likelihood of training  lending support albeit weak support
to the hypothesis that rms select workers based upon a workers inherent probability of
leaving
A di
erent but nonetheless interesting point in Table  is the strong relationship between
income on the present job and the incidence of training Remember that a fair number of
 
See f i  Acemoglu and Pischke  where the rm pays for general training because it enjoys an
expost informational advantage 
 
Long 	
 Mincer 	 Sandell 		 
  
Some results reported in the U S  literature indirectly lend support to the mobilitybased selection
story  Results reported in Lynch 
b indicate that married workers and more experienced workers are
signicantly more likely to receive training where both characteristics are habitually correlated with longer
tenure  See also Altonji and Spletzer  and Royalty  

workers cited  nancial reasons as an impediment to training A higher income if related to
higher wealth would alleviate this constraint leading to the observed sign Note that this
is true even after controlling for bluecollar status experience and tenure and thus to a
certain degree controlling for career advancement On the other hand as indicated earlier
most training takes place during working hours and with the sanction of the employer thus
presumably the worker continues to draw a salary obliviating the need for any substantial
 nancing on the worker side but pointing towards companies willingness to incur substantial
wage costs in order to provide training
  Industry mobility
Industry mobility conditional on changing jobs is high as Table  on page  reports
More than 	 percent of those changing employers between Periods  and 
 also change
industry Relating this to the incidence of training in the  rst period a strong pattern
appears Only 	 percent of those having received some training in the  rst period change
industry when changing employers compared to  percent for those without training Note
also that the probability of nonemployment is lower for those with training indicating a
higher employment attachment be it with the training employer or some other employer
Most of the employment eect seems to come from an increase in jobs within the same
industry with the old or new employers rather than through an increase in employment in
other industries The rest of this paper will elaborate on this result in order to control for a
variety of other factors which might aect incidence of training and mobility
  Mobility of trained workers
Table  on page  reported frequency counts for the proportion of job separations that are
either not employed employed in the same sector or employed in a dierent sector at the

end of the second period  by incidence of training The numbers indicate that workers having
received training are less likely to be nonemployed  and conditional on being employed  are
more likely to be employed in the same sector The following models will correlate these
mobility patterns with a workers or his jobs observable characteristics
Coecients for training variables in the multinomial model of sectoral mobility are re
ported in Table  on page   Panel A  and the computed parameter M
 
   
 
   

is
reported in Panel B Note that as pointed out on page   although the coecients reported
in Panel A are used to computeM
job
  the sign ofM
job
will also depend on the computed prob
abilities when the coecients are of opposite sign This is the case for a number of variables
However  one feature of Panel A is that none of the training variables signicantly a	ect the
probability of a job in a di	erent industry visavis the base case of nonemployment Any
action comes from changes in the probability of employment in the same sector
Thus  a worker who at his last job was employed in an occupation corresponding to
his apprenticeship had a higher probability of employment in the same sector with respect
to nonemployment 
Panel A as well as with respect to employment in a di	erent sector

Panel B However  given that the coecients on this variable are of di	erent signs for the
two employment destinations  it is not clear that the probability of employment is increased
overall
Columns 
a through 
c explore the sensitivity of the coecients to the inclusion of
industry and occupational controls The results do not seem to be particularly sensitive to
the changes in specication despite the small number of observations
The strongest e	ect  as was to be expected  is present for those workers still in the
occupation they apprenticed in Since apprenticed occupations are highly industryspecic 
it comes to no surprise that a such a worker is highly likely to stick to his present industry 
even though I do not control for time elapsed since his apprenticeship ended Notice however
that the positive employment is only present in his present industry  not for jobs ultimately

taken up in di erent industries where his employment likelihood is actually reduced though
not signicantly so
For the indicator of continuous training the e ect seems to be smaller However as
Table  on page  showed spells of continuous training are signicantly shorter than the
usual two to three year long apprenticeship spell Thus it may seem at rst glance astounding
that the e ect is on the same order of magnitude as that for the apprenticeship indicator
Turning to Panel B the industry specicity of apprenticeship is outlined by the a fact
that the likelihood of industry mobility is signicantly reduced Continuous training reduces
the likelihood of a sectoral move as well though this parameter is never signicant
The interaction term captures any supplementary e ect for those workers still in their
apprenticed professions who receive further training The sum of the coecients on the
interaction and on continuous training summarizes the additional e ect of continuous training
for these workers Throughout this sum is never signicantly di erent from zero even though
the parameter itself is positive and signicant
Table  thus seems to indicate that if any mobilityreducing e ects of continuous training
are present they are too small to be of statistical signicance However it turns out that the
likelihood of nonemployment di ers across time Table 	 on page 
 reports coecients
from a logit model of employment conditional on separation where the two employment
destinations are grouped into one As the rst column reports being an apprentice does
not signicantly increase the overall probability of employment when not distinguishing
sectors whereas continuous training increases overall employment probabilities signicantly
except for apprentices However as the dummy variable for  indicates employment
probabilities conditional on separation are signicantly lower in  The next two columns
apply the same model on each year separately and as the selected other coecients show the
structure of reemployment is changed only with respect to the training variables not with
respect to personal characteristics like labor market experience or marital status To explore
	
whether the two periods show di erent patterns as to the mobility e ects of training I ran
separate regressions for the  and  periods results for which are reported
in Tables  on page  and  on page 	
In  both training variables increase employment probabilies in both destinations
signi
cantly so for employment in the same industry by apprentices and by trainees if indus
try and occupational controls are included Column c	 In particular the point estimates
are large in both sectors for continuous training	 This is reected in Panel B where the
probability of a sectoral move is not signi
canlty a ected by continuous training	 As before
there is no supplementary e ect of training for apprentices	
This story changes in 	 Then employment probabilities in a di erent sector are
reduced by training though none of the coecients are signi
cantly di erent from zero	 In
Panel B apprentices are as before less likely to leave their sector but this is now also true for
trainees signi
cantly in Column a and with marginal pvalues in other speci
cations	 The
interaction term is signi
cant suggesting again that apprentices receiving supplementary
training are no less mobile than apprentices without further training	
A glance at business cycle indicators see Figure  on page  in Appendix shows that
the two periods under consideration here were at opposite ends of a business cycle	 
was the year of the uni
cation boom	 Unemployment was declining and manufacturing
booming	 In  recession was well under way unemployment increasing only to decrease
again in  and production declining dramatically	 This may explain why reemployment
probabilities are so much lower in 	
The model presented in Section  can be extended to account for business cycle shocks
De
ne an asymmetric shock to one industry as a shock to q the proportion of job o ers
coming from industry 	 Rede
ne r such that r   r
 
  r

 and de
ne a symmetric shock as
a shock to r
 
 the job o er arrival rate	 The o er arrival rate from the household sector 
is assumed una ected by business cycles	 Then it can be shown that  

M

 k k q is zero

if training is completely general  and indeterminate otherwise  depending on the relative
magnitudes of M
 
     and F

 k M
 
is never aected by a shock which reduces the overall
job oer rate  because it is measured conditional on having left the rm and having found an
acceptable job Furthermore  
 
M
job
kr
 
is zero if training is rmspecic  and again
indeterminate otherwise  depending on the relative magnitudes of r
 
and M
job
 The sign of

 
M
job
kq is highly indeterminate in all cases
This extension of the model gives few theoretical predictions towards an understanding
of the observed changes in the parameters of interest  since it requires an understanding of
the nature of the shock If it is assumed that the shock is indeed asymmetric  then the
reductions in both M
job
k Table  on page 	
 and M
 
k Table  on page 	
would be in inconsistent with completely general capital However  since the true nature of
the shock is unknown  this would be highly speculative
Up until this point  the length of training has not been used in the present analysis Given
the categorical character of this variable and the width of some of the intervals see Table 	
on page 	  using the mean of the interval would necessitate correction for substantial mea
surement error Here  I split the indicator variable into two separate categories  indicating
short training spells if duration was less than one month  and long training spells if duration
was longer than one month Figure  on page 	 shows the distribution by destination It
is obvious that those workers who obtain a job in a dierent industry are those with longer
spells
The result from Figure  is conrmed to a certain degree by the regression results in
Table  on page  For both periods together  long spells increase sectoral mobility
However  this coecient is neither signicant nor stable across time The pattern found
in the previous tables is replicated by the indicator for short training spells  which now is
signicant for  as well as for the full sample
At a rst glance  this would seem contrary to a human capital model  since the amount

of acquired human capital is usually assumed to increase with the time spent on training 
One explanation may lie in the workers motivation for training  If training is undertaken
to improve job opportunities then these job opportunities may occur outside of the present
rm  One way to take this into consideration would be to look at the reason the worker
stated for the job separation 
 
Unfortunately the responses to these questions are missing
for about half our sample and concentrated among those nonemployed in Period   Sample
sizes drop dramatically and inference is not feasible 
  Conclusion
This paper has proposed a model to test for the sectorspecicity of continuous training 
Applying this model to West German data from 	 and 
 the ability of the
data to distinguish between competing assumptions of specicity is at most tepid  When
an apprenticeship in the last held occupation is controlled for continuous training seems
to weakly increase employment in both sectors and decreases sectoral mobility but only
for short training spells  When separating the sample into two subperiods the eect of
continuous training on sectoral mobility is present only in the recession year  but not in
	  The increase in employment sign of both sectorspecic and general human capital is
only present in 	  Furthermore continuous training has no eect on the sectoral mobility
for workers who still work in the occupation they apprenticed in more than half the present
sample 
Note that rmspecic continuous training would complement the Soskice  model of
apprenticeship training as nonrm specic human capital  In the present analysis workers
in their apprenticed occupation are less mobile across sectors than other workers but are as
aected in their reemployment probabilities by a recessionary period 
 
Questions GP  and KP 


It is not clear whether the absence of strong results is an artefact of the small sample
sizes or constitutes a negation of the sector specity or even the generality of continuous
training in Germany In related analysis using American data I constructed complete job
histories for young workers and showed that on the job training which includes American
apprenticeships is sector specic Vilhuber  Employment attachment increases with
the quantity of training whether or not acquired in the immediately preceding sector and
sectoral mobility is reduced by the quantity of training total hours acquired with the
present employer or other employers This is also true for the subset of workers who had
been selected by previous employers to receive training and who have to a certain degree
revealed their type if such selection mechanisms are at work That type of analysis is not
feasible here except to the degree that apprenticed workers are such a subset
The temporal instability of the coe	cient here may be related to the business cycle
though such inference from only two points in time would be premature It would however
extend Becker
s  insight that training may be useful  in a set of rms dened
by product type of work or geographical locationBecker  pg  to the case
where the state of the economy denes the number of rms as buyers of a worker
s human
capital Though not feasible with the present dataset it remains an avenue to be pursued
further
Thus weak evidence presented here for Germany suggests that training as dispensed or
sanctioned by rms because occuring concurrently with employment and possibly during
working hours is correlated with mobility patterns consistent to some degree with the pres 
ence of sector specic or general human capital Training would appear to confer industry 
specic human capital of use not to all rms in the economy but at least to a larger number
of rms producing similar outputs as the training rm This result obviously does not di 
rectly answer the question why rms would nance training which could be of use to other
rms general human capital And it does not preclude the simultaneous presence of rm

speci c capital If trained employees stay long enough with the training  rm the return on
investment for the  rm may be positive Results in Vilhuber  suggest that this eect
may be minor for US workers and results not reported here for the GSOEP suggest that
the probability of leaving the training employer by the time of the Period 	 interview is not
signi cantly aected by the presence of training
One explanation for Germany may lie in the high degree of unionization and the subse

quent homogeneity of wage scales within an industry If reasons of separation are not related
to training itself then  rms may gain trained employees in the same measure as they lose
them and bene t from a high industry
wide incidence of training To be feasible  rms
must perceive it in their own interest not to shirk and this is tricky but the mechanism may
be the same that allows for such widespread apprenticeship training
 
This explanation
would seem not to work in the United States but dierent equilibria with dierent degrees
of training incidence may well exist
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Table   Crosssectional incidence
GSOEP NLSY
Full Young Train OJT
all    	  

 	
      
 	
    
 

 	
   	    
 	
     
 	

   		   
 	
	        	
 		  
 
   	
 		          
 		  	     
 		      
 		  
  
 		 	    
GSOEP  Percentage of fulltime workers in on
thejob training excl apprenticeships at time
of interview The denition of onthejob train
ing only includes career retraining and voca
tional advanced training See Questions FP	
and JP
 Young sample is between 
	 and  in

	
NLSY  Overall average is for 
		
		 all work
ers with a job possibly not at work and currently
in an unnished OJT  onthejob training spell
NLSY respondents are between 
	 and  in 
	
Table   Sample means
All Moved Trained
Proportion  	 	 
Incidence of training
within last year  
   
Left Period   employer 

  

Job 
Net income DM   

        
Contractual hours    	  
Actual hours  	  	   
Parttime job    
Potential experience
at start of Period     		  	
Tenure years 
   
Bluecollar   	  	
Family 
Partner present 
	 	  

Married 	   

Partner works 
  
Kids   	 yrs old   	
Age  	 



Education 
Years of education  
   
No professional degree  	
 
Necessary training 
Some    
 

Apprenticeship 	 	 

Currently in
apprenticed prof 	 	 	 
Number of obs  
  	
For sample selection criteria  see text
 
Table   Sample means of training variables
All Moved
Certicate received    
Hours per week  	
  
 minmax  
Number of courses
in last   yrs      
 minmax   
in Period 
     	  	 
 
 
    

  	  	  
Respondents with more than
three spells in last three years  
of which exactly three in past year 	
 
	
Reason for training
onthejob training 	 
  
promotion qualication 	  	   
new demands 	    	
other 	 
  
On whose initiative
own initiative 	     
company initiative 	      
both 	  
   

Occured during working hours
Entirely 	  
   
Partially 	  
  
Not at all 	    	
Length of training
only one day 	 	 
 


up to one week 	 	 
 	
up to one month 	 
 
 	
up to   months 	  
  
up to one year 	 	 
 	
up to two years 	  
 
more than  yrs 	   
 
Sample of trained persons only  Sample selection criteria are de
scribed in the text  Note that number of observations are not
constant due to missing data on some training spells 
 
Table   Opinions on training
A  Further training can be done for di erent reasons Which of
the following reasons is applicable in your case More than one
choice is possible
 complete the nal examinations for your degree 
 retrain for a di	erent job 


 update and review your job knowledge 

  keep uptodate with the latest developments  
 become qualied for a better job 
 
 expand eld of knowledge for greater range of job opportunities 
 none of these no intention to obtain further training 

Update knowledge  andor   
Better qualications for job opportunities 	 andor 
   
B  You may also have specic reason not to undertake further
training Which of the following reasons is applicable in your
case
 Further training will not improve my job prospects  
 
 No time for further training 
 

 Cannot a	ord to give up my income or pay for further training   
C  How well could you use this training in case you changed
jobs
 Not at all 
 In a limited way only a small part 

 To a large extent 
 
  Completely 



Frequency of respondents giving a positive answer to the question  Question
C  was only asked in  and refers to the most important training of the
respondent 


Table   Financial assistance
  Do you get  nancial assistance or continued pay
ment of wages from your employer employment oce
or from somewhere else during your further training
No 
Yes 
Of those receiving assistance
from the employer  
from the employment oce 		
from somewhere else 	
Note  Question refers to the respondents most important train
ing
Table  Financing and transferability
Usefulness of training
on other job
Financial support
Employer Other None Total
none 
 	  		
 

small    
large extent 
    
completely  	  	
Observations 
   		
Note  Questions refers to the respondents most important training
The questions were asked in  only

Table   Financial support and organizing entity
Financial support from 
Organizer Employer Other None Obs
 Employer    		
	 Company institute      	  	
Directly employerrelated  	
 
 	 	
 Employer of prof association 	  	 

 Manufacturer      				 
Employerrelated 
 	   

 Adult education center VHS 	     	

 Trade union university church    
  Private school or institute 	  	 
 Other  
  
	  
Total 	 	 		 

Note  Question on nancing refers to most important training spell only
For comparability with Table  only  data reported

Table   Timing and organizing entity
Training occurs
partially or fully
during working
hours
Organizer No Yes
 Employer   	

 Company institute 
  	 
Directly employer related   	

	 Employer or prof association   	
 Manufacturer 	   
Employer related 	 
 	
 Adult education center VHS   
	
 Trade union university church 	  	
 Private school or institute 
 
  Other  
 
Non employer related    	


Total 
 
	
Note  Percentages of training spells reported Respondents could
report up to three training spells
	
Table   Incidence of training
All      
    dummy  	 
 
 Net income in  DM 		
  

   
 		 
  

 		

 Weekly hours 
 

 	  
 			  
 		
	 Parttime  
 
	  
   
 

 Initial experience 
  

  
  

 	 
  

 	
 Tenure 
 

   
  
 

 

 Absence of degree 	
  

 	 
 

 	 	  
 
 Education 
in years   
 
  
 
  
 
  Married   
  	 
 	  
 

 Presence of kids    yrs  
 
  
 	  
 	
 Partner works   
   
 
  
 	
 Partner present  
 
 	 
 		 	 
 
 Some training necessary  
   
   
 
	 Apprenticeship necessary  
 
 	 
   
 
 Currently in appr profession  
 	  
    
 	


 Interaction term  
   
  	 
 
 Blue Collar 	
  

  	
  

 
 
  

 		


Observations  	  
Logit of incidence of training in Period   based on characteristics at start of Period   All
regressions also include a constant   industry controls  regional controls and controls
for length of Periods   and 
zstatistics in parentheses
  
denotes signicance at   percent level
 
at  percent level
 
at   percent level

Table   Sectoral mobility and training
Destination
Same Not Dierent Employer
Employer Employed Switched industry
No Yes
No training   	  
 

  
Received  	     	
training 	  
Total     		
 
   

Rows sum to   percent
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Table   Employment attachment
All    
Employment eects
In appr  prof         
 
   	 
  		
Continuous training  
 
  	  


 
   	   	
Interaction 	     	 
 
  
     	
Year dummy 	 
 
 	
Pot  Experience  
 
  
	  
 
   	      

Experience squared 	 
  
  	 
  
 
 	 
 
   
Married  
 
              
Observations  
 
Log	Likelihood 	  	  	
 
z statistics in parentheses Logit of employment attachment All regressions
include net monthly income hours worked an indicator for part time status
 industry controls control for blue collar status and tenure on the last job
worked experience and its square years of education an indicator for the
absence of a degree and marital status at the end of Period  and controls
for length of Periods  and 
  
denotes signicance at  percent level
 
at 
percent level
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Figure   German unemployment and manufacturing index
Data source  BLS

Figure   Length of training by destination

A GSOEP questionnaires
A  Current training in GSOEP and NLSY
A   GSOEP 
  JP  Are you receiving education at the moment In other words are
you in school career training or are you attending a further education
course
yes 
no proceed to question  	
 
  What sort of education or training is this
JP   GENERAL SCHOOLING
shortcourse secondary school 
intermediate type of secondary school 
academicallyoriented secondary school 
comprehensive secondary school 
night schoolsecondary 
technical high school 
JP  HIGHER EDUCATION
technical college 
universitycollege 
ADVANCED TRAINING COURSES
JP  vocational retraining 
JP  advanced vocational training 
JP 	 vocational rehabilitation 
JP  general or political training 
JP  other 
fill in here 
BASIC VOCATIONAL TRAINING
JP  basic vocational training year vocational preparation year 
JP  vocational school not including apprenticeship
 
JP   apprenticeship 
JP    specialized vocational school business school 
JP   public health school 
JP   specialized schools such as masterschools or technicians schools 
JP   training for the civil service 
JP  	 other 
fill in here 
  
A   NLSY 
The NLSY questions on training are all retrospective for the time period between interviews  To
obtain a crosssectional estimate of training incidence it is necessary to combine information on
all possible training spells with the information on the end date of the training spell  The latter is
coded as a zero if training is ongoing at the time of the interview 
 R  ANY OTHER VOCATIONALTECHNICAL TRAINING BEGAN SINCE LAST
INT
Record type	 TRAINING Question number	 Q
 Survey year	 
Variable name	 TRN
 BESIDES THE TRAINING PROGRAMS WEVE ALREADY TALKED ABOUT SINCE
 DATE OF LAST INTERVIEW DID YOU ATTEND ANY  OTHER TRAINING PROGRAM
OR ANY ONTHEJOB TRAINING DESIGNED TO HELP PEOPLE FIND A JOB IMPROVE
JOB SKILLS OR LEARN A NEW JOB
  YES

  NO
   
 R
  YEAR COMPLETEDLEFT ST VOCATIONALTECHNICAL PGM ENROLLED
IN SINCE LAST INT
Record type	 TRAINING Question number	 Q
 Survey year	 
Variable name	 TRN
 STILL ENROLLED
  
A  Training questions in GSOEP
  JP  In the last three years how many courses or classes for occupational advancement
did you take  Please include courses that began earlier if they ended sometime within the last three
years
Number of courses or classes      
 We would like some additional information about the three most recent courses or classes
Most recent or current course   
a In what year and month did this courseclass be
gin 
year JP  JP  JP 
month JP  JP 	 JP  
b What wasis the length of this course or class  JP  JP  JP 

just one day                  
up to one week                  
up to one month                  
up to three months                  
up to one year                  
up to two years                  
more than two years                  
c How many hours of class time per week were
there 
number of hours JP 	 JP   JP 
correspondence course JP  JP 
 JP 
d What was your reason for taking these courses
or classes  More than one reason possible
retraining for another job JP   JP  JP 
onthejob training at a new place of work JP 
 JP  JP 
become qualied for advancement JP  JP  JP 
keep uptodate with new developments in your eld JP  JP  JP 
other JP  JP  JP 	
e Was the courseclass given during working
hours 
JP  JP  JP 
yes                  
partially                  
no                  
does not apply was not employed at that time                  
f Did you receive a certicate when you completed
your courseclass and you can later use when job
hunting
JP  JP 	 JP  
yes                  
no
  
 If in the previous question you answered that you took more than one course or class  which
one was most important to your career
JP  course number       Freq Value
 
 
 
Freq Value
JP  took only one course        
JP  all of equal importance       	 
  
